WMV Washing System
always a winning combination

WMV Washing Systems
are well-known for their cost
 #$"! 
and environmental friendliness.

1.
Charging station change to:
Bin Dumper
WMV parts washing systems use centrifuge baskets to
transfer the parts through the process. Bin dumpers and
bulk loading systems load the baskets and can be integrated to virtually any process system. Loading systems
have been engineered to gently load parts to washers,
heat treatment lines, galvanizing lines, electroplating

       
          
requirements for gentle handling and noise abatement
for the movement of bulk material. These proven systems include:

         ! ! " 
parts dumpers.
Automatic diverter plates to reduce part fall.
Discharging parts into solution for gentle loading and
rinsing or treatment.
Spiral chutes that lift vertically to greatly reduce part
drops.
Precision weighing systems are used to ensure that continuous and batch loading are adapted to the geometry
of the parts. Weight values can be controlled by recipes
and program numbers.
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2.
De-oiling
A major advantage of the WMV washing system is the
de-oiling of the parts preceding the washing process.
By doing so, 92-95% of quench oils and lubricants are
recovered. In many instances they can be returned directly to the production process provided the recovered
oils meet their required quality standards. Removing up
to 95% of the oil results in a large savings of water and
cleaning chemistry. The service life of the detergent solution increases considerably. Optionally, the de-oiling
centrifuges can be equipped with a hot-air blower, as
  # $    !  fectively in a heated state.
In the case of oil removal, our focus is again preventing
part damage. As a standard, the centrifuges are equip  #  !     #   
becoming bent or damaged. The centrifuge speed and
de-oiling time are dependent on the geometry of the
part. These parameters can be individually assigned to
each part in a recipe or program.
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3.
Washing Process
After de-oiling the basket is transferred to the centrifuge washing module by a hoist. The basket is then tilted
on an angle of up to 60 degrees. The basket starts to
rotate, and cleaning detergent is continuously fed into
the basket. After the cleaning process the basket is returned to the vertical position and spun at a high RPM

      
The movement of parts in the basket provides the ad              
cleaning of the parts. The rate of rotation and tilt angle
establish the intensity of the mechanical portion of the
cleaning process. For sensitive parts, process recipes
with slow basket rotation and reduced tilt angles can be
utilized to allow parts to gently roll over and around each
other. Heavily soiled non-sensitive parts that are washed or dephosphated are processed with higher basket
rotation and tilt angles to aggressively clean them. The
washing process is recipe driven to allow all parts to use
unique parameters to optimize the cleaning process and
productivity.

Another WMV advantage is continuously feeding fresh
detergent into the rotating basket during the entire washing process. This quickly moves solids and oils away
from the parts being cleaned. The compromised solution is pumped to a solution tank specially designed to
    
                       sposal. The solids that settle to the bottom of the tank
can be removed from the solution tank through oversized drainage lines located at the bottom of the tank. The
refreshed detergent is reused and pumped back to the
centrifuge washing modules.
        
         !"     !lutions to the same washing module allowing the wash
!     
downtime or changeover. Since the last step of the was   
    
is minimal drag out. The reduced drag out greatly reduces all costly resources such as water, waste water
treatment, chemistry and solution maintenance.

4.
Rinsing Process
After washing, the basket of parts is transferred to a rinsing module by a hoist. The rinsing process proceeds in
the same way and with the same adjustment options as
the washing process but with shorter treatment times.
Most systems will have two rinses. Critical processes
may require a third rinse. To reduce the use of fresh wa !   de make up solution to the 1st rinse and wash solution
tank. After each rinse the basket is returned to the ver            #$"  
  
the rinse water and reduce drag out. Additional steps
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Chemical and Rinse
Solution Tanks
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6.
Emptying

5.
Drying
After rinsing, the basket of parts is transferred to a centrifuge dryer by a hoist. In most applications, the proven
standard WMV AZ vertical drying centrifuge is used. If
 
    
to dry, a SZ tilting centrifuge is recommended to reorient
and circulate the parts. During drying, the advantage of
     
heat energy absorbed during washing and rinsing provides enough heat to allow centrifugal force to dry the
 !     
In the event additional energy is required to dry parts the
machines are equipped with electric heaters, all of which
are temperature controlled to minimize energy usage
and preserve surface treatments. Tilting dryers that reorient and circulate parts can be equipped with humidity
monitoring. In this case, the heating capacity is regulated
according to the measured humidity. If the humidity no
longer changes the parts are dry and the centrifuge will
return to the home position even if the recipe time has
not been reached. Thus, only the necessary heating energy is used to dry the parts. Even when drying, care is
taken to protect the parts. As a standard, the centrifugal
dryers are equipped with variable speed control to avoid
bending or damaging longer or more sensitive parts. In
the case of tilting centrifuge dryers, the speed, tilt angle
and the number of tilt cycles are adjustable. The process
parameters are tuned to the geometry of the part and
used in process recipes that are assigned to a program
 "

After the parts have completed the washing process
they are discharged from the centrifuge basket using
special standard tilting devices. Again, there are many
options. The simplest solution discharges parts by tilting
# !$%& 
 '   
customer containers. Many customers want to minimize
part drops and handle parts as gently as possible to reduce part damage and preserve surface treatments. For
these applications we can provide standard solutions
that reduce part drops and gentle loading of bins.
If the system is integrated into a heat treatment line vibratory trays are used to meter a consistent quantity of
   #  # (
Parts are typically metered by weight and time. These or
other parameters can be set in a part or program recipe.
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Centrifuge basket

Transfer Hoist
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WMV-Washing Units
are well-known as robust,
economical and environmentally
friendly machines for
many decades.
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EUROPE
Italy
Ursula Elisabeth Rarbach
Fon: +39 333 2421553
E-Mail: u.rarbach@wmv.com

France
MTC
28 Chemin de Montfort
73250 Saint Jean de la Porte
Fon: +33 479 651 852

 
E-Mail: mtc@mtc-fours.com
Contacts
Laurence Bétend: +33 (0)6 84 44 03 43, lbetend@mtc-fours.com
Jean-Paul Bétend: +33 (0)6 80 43 35 15, jpbetend@mtc-fours.com
Marie-Anne Métais: +33 (0) 177 1111 47, mametais@mtc-fours.com

ASIA
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info@wmvasia.com
www.wmvasia.com
Mr. Scott Chan

USA
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38855 Hills Tech Dr., BLDG 450
Farmington Hills, MI 48331
Aron Lorenz, aron@wmvusa.com
!"#
www.wmv.com
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Präsidentenbrücke 3 | 51570 Windeck (Germany) | Fon: +49 2292 952-0 | www.wmv.com

